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Abstract
A large part of physics consists of learning which asymptotic methods to apply
where, yet physicists are not always taught asymptotics in a systematic way.
Asymptotology is a subtle art and even experts can make mistakes. A brief
introduction to asymptotology is given using an example from aerodynamics, and
a recent Phys. Rev. Letter Comment is used as a case study of one subtle way
things can go wrong. It is shown that the application of local analysis leads
to erroneous conclusions regarding the existence of a continuous spectrum in a
simple test problem, showing that a global analysis must be used. The final
example is a progress report on development of a more physical model than the
simple counter-example case used in the Comment.

1 Introduction
The essence of theoretical physics and applied mathematics is the abstraction,
from the seemingly overwhelming complexity of everyday experience, of certain
idealized special cases upon which, by perturbation theory of one sort or another,
can be built more realistic approximations of reality.

The mathematical underpinning of this process is the theory of asymptotic
expansions, or asymptotology as it has been called by Martin Kruskal who taught
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a core unit on the subject in the Princeton University plasma physics graduate
program when I was a graduate student there. Given its fundamental role in the
methodology of physics research, asymptotology should perhaps be a core unit in
all physics programs. I suspect that it is often not well taught and shall use a
recent controversy in Physical Review Letters with which I have been involved lo
illustrate some of the subtleties and pitfalls that can trap the unwary.

What is asymptotic approximation? Mathematically speaking, the subject is
not so much about approximation (absolute or relative error) as about the way the
error scales as some small parameter, e say, tends to zero. The "big-Oh" notation
/ ~ O(en) means that / scales like en (i.e. e~n f -* const) as e -> 0. The iittle-
oh" notation / ~ o(en) means / approaches zero faster than en {e~n f —y 0 as
e-+0) .

In general asymptotic expansions are not convergent — beyond a certain or-
der successive "improvements" to the expansion actually make the error worse.
Whether an asymptotic approximation actually is a good approximation, and
whether higher order corrections make it better or worse, depend both on the
value of £ in the particular case in question, and on the coefficients multiplying en

in the asymptotic expansion. Estimation of the error is typically too hard to do
rigorously in practical problems, and typically we use the lowest order approxima-
tion and develop a feel for its region of applicability by comparison with "exact"
numerical solutions.

However, it is very often the case that we need to establish the conditions under
which the next order correction term exists, as these solubility or consistency
conditions determine aspects of the leading order behaviour that have been left
undetermined at lowest order. This behaviour occurs in singular perturbation
theory.

Even if you have never studied asymptotology formally, you have used it many
times. For instance going from the ideal frictionless pendulum to the real case of
a lightly damped one, or from the non-relativistic to the weakly relativistic limit.

Quantum-mechanical perturbation theory is another good example. For in-
stance, despite the fantastic agreement between theory and experiment in Quan-
tum Electrodynamics, Feynman diagrams do not produce a convergent series and
would eventually start to diverge if we kept on calculating higher and higher or-
der corrections. The reason for the smallness of the error is the srnallness of the
fine structure constant a. In Quantum Chromodynamics there is no small cou-
pling constant and one must resort to the large energy limit to provide a small
parameter.

The art in applying asymptotology to physics lies not only in identifying small
parameters in which to expand, but in identifying well-defined limits about which
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to expand. The latter point is often not sufficiently well appreciated, and can lead
to vague "approximations" being made where some terms are dropped and others
kept for no very clear reason. There is in fact a well-established machinery for
doing asymptotics (see , e.g. [1, 2]) and much grief could be saved by following it
more systematically.

Plasma physics is perhaps the field that most needs this discipline, since there
are so many parameters one can chose for expanding in, e.g. the electron-ion mass
ratio, ratios of wave frequency to ion and electron gyrofrequencies (or to bounce
frequencies of trapped particles) and ratios of wavelengths to Debye lengths, gy-
roradii etc. The book that is most careful in wending its way through this maze
is probably that of Hazeltine and Meiss [3].

In these notes I have presented some case studies from my own experience.
The first is that of subsonic flow in a gas, and I have excerpted some sections
from the lecture notes for a Third Year Mathematics course on fluid dynamics
I gave in the Faculties some years ago. This is a nice example of how a well
known approximation in aerodynamics, that of incompressibility, can be derived
systematically using the ratio of flow speed to sound speed as the expansion
parameter. It illustrates the paradox that the mathematical nature of the limit
one expands about can be qualitatively different from the mathematical nature
of the "complete" fluid description (which itself is but one level in a hierarchy of
more and more fundamental, and less and less useful, descriptions). I also use it
to allude to the problem of boundary layers and singular perturbation theory.

The next case study is that of the counter-example I used in a recent Phys.
Rev. Letter Comment [4] to refute a claim in a Phys. Rev. Letter last year [5]
that the spectrum of drift waves in tokamaks is continuous rather than discrete.
The counter-example does not need any knowledge of plasma physics to under-
stand, and is in fact just a disguised version of the quantum harmonic oscillator
eigenvalue problem. The final section presents some results on a more sophisti-
cated example, namely the Mathieu equation. Both cases use the WKBJ method
to analyse the nature of the spectrum.

2 Case study: Subsonic flow

Often it is a good approximation to assume the motion of a flowing gas is incom-
\ursfiihle

V-v = 0 . (1)

This is clearly a good approximation for liquids (7 ^> 1), but, paradoxically, is
also a good approximat ion even for highly compressible fluids such as air, provided



the flow speed v is everywhere much less than the sound speed C, =
This is an example of a simplified systems of equations arising from an asymptotic
ordering scheme, [1, 2] which is a frequent occurrence in physics. Rather than
introducing (1) ad hoc we shall use the subsonic flow problem as a case study in
"asymptotology".

Let e parametrize the smallness of v/Cs. We formally expand all physical
quantities in powers of e

P = pW + epM+e
p = p(°)+£pM+e2pW + O(e3) (2)
v = £ V ( D + £ V 2 )

We suppose the acceleration due to gravity,g, is weak, say O(e2), so that buoyancy
forces are not dominant

E = * V 2 ) • (3)

Also we assume there are no sound waves excited in the fluid, so that time vari-
ations are slow. We can formally express this by defining a "stretched" time
variable f^1) = et = O(l) so

dt = edtl-x> • (4)

Now substitute (3-4) into the ideal fluid equations

(5)

(6)
at

and

dt

and equate like powers of e. At order e°, only the equation of motion (5) con-
tributes, giving

(5)<°> =» Vp(°> = 0 . (8)

This is integrated trivially as
p<°> = const (9)

(which we assume time independent).



2.1 Lowest order in e: incompressibility

At order e, we find

^ p<°> = V- ( ^ v ^ ) (10)

) = ,<°>g<l) (11)

D + vW-v] p (0 ) = --ypV-v*1)

=» V-v*1) = 0 (12)

on use of (9).
Thus we find that, to lowest order, we do not have an equation of motion for

v^1), only a constraint—the incompressibility condition (1). This is quite typical
in such asymptotic procedures. The general rule is to introduce a representation
which "builds in" the constraint. Assuming irrotational flow (see §2.2) we can use
the velocity potential representation

(13)

The incompressibility constraint (12) applied to (13) gives

V2<f> = 0 . (14)

That is, the velocity potential obeys Laplace's equation—the, in general hyper-
bolic, equation of motion has been reduced to an elliptic equation by the assump-
tion of subsonic flow! (We say that "sound waves have been eliminated".)

2.2 Next order in e : pressure variation

As it is often important to know the pressure variation (e.g. to calculate lift and
drag), and as we found that p(°) was constant and p^ zero, we must go to 0(e2)
in (5) to get the pressure variation

P{{0) [fl,(-Dv(1) + v̂ 1) • Vvt1)] + VpW + p<°>g<2> = 0 . (15)

Assuming p to be a function of p alone, the constancy of p^ implies that
p(°) = const, also. Assuming g<2) = - V ^ 2 ' , dividing through by p(°\ and
using v-Vv = V (\v2) - vX (Vxv)

V(D = v ( i ) x (vxv* 1 ) ) . (16)



This is to be solved for p^/p^°\ but the equation V[p(2^/p^] = f cannot have
a solution unless V x f = 0. Requiring this gives the first order vorticity equa-
tion, which we have already used implicitly in §2 to justify assuming irrotational
flow and hence the existence of a scalar potential for v^1). This technique of
deriving information about a lower order quantity (v^1)) from the existence or
compatibility condition for a higher order quantity (p^) is a common feature
of such asymptotic expansion procedures. Often we say that we annihilate the
higher order information, the annihilator in the present case being V X. Assum-
ing irrotational flow and introducing the velocity potential, the equation for p^
becomes

[ \ I V*<1> |2 ^^ (1 ) \ / ( 2 ) ] = 0 . (17)

Assuming the flow far upstream to be steady, we may take the constant of inte-
gration in (17) (K^2\ say) to be independent of time as well as space. Thus

\ 2 - P(Q)V(2) , (18)

which gives the pressure variation in terms of the leading order approximations to
the velocity and density. We could correctly delete the ordering indices, writing
p(2) as Sp, as long as we keep in mind that it is an approximation. Note that (18)
is a generalization of Bernoulli's theorem to the case of an irrotational, but not
necessarily steady flow, provided we take 7 —•> 00. This is indeed the incompress-
ible limit of the equation of state, but our asymptotic derivation shows that (18)
is valid for arbitrary 7 provided the flow is sufficiently subsonic.

Note that, because we are working on a timescale in which sound propagates
indefinitely fast, our notions of cause and effect have been altered. Rather than
pressure "causing" accelerations, and hence changes in velocity, the velocity in
the extreme subsonic case is completely determined by the boundary conditions
through Laplace's equation. Variations in pressure are then "caused" by variations
in velocity, through Bernoulli's equation.

2.3 Boundary Layers and Singular Perturbation Theory

Consider the equation of motion of an incompressible fluid with viscosity ft (the
Navier-Stokes equation)

dv o
V V2 (19)



If n is very small, it is reasonable to attempt an asymptotic theory in which we
expand in powers of fi:

and similarly for p and v, assuming that r and t do not get scaled with //, so
that dt and V are 0(1) operators. The leading term of this expansion is just the
inviscid approximation we have been using.

However, it is clear that the boundary conditions v n = 0, vXn arbitrary, which
make the inviscid problem well posed are incompatible with the more physical
boundary no-slip boundary condition v = 0. The resolution of this problem is
that there is a narrow boundary layer in the region of fluid near a material surface
whose scale length in the normal direction is very short, so that V2v is large and
/(V2v is comparable with the other terms of (19).

This would bot be very interesting from a practical point of view, except that
the boundary layer can go unstable and detach from the surface, thus introducing a
layer of strong velocity shear (a vortex sheet) into the fluid. This typically divides
the flow into a region where the irrotational assumption is good, and a "wake"
where there is finite vorticity. (See Ref. [6] for visualizations of flow around a
cylinder at a variety of speeds.) This illustrates the fact that asymptotic behaviour
in a small region can nevertheless have profound global effects by separating the
space into disjoint regions. Different asymptotic methods may be needed in the
different regions, and definitely are needed in the boundary layers. The global
picture is obtained by using asymptotic matching to join the different regions.

The theory of boundary layers is inherently two dimensional, but we illustrate
some of the mathematical features with a one-dimensional model equation taken
from Bender and Orszag [1], p.326

ey"-y'=0,y(0)=0,y(l) = l . (20)

This is a singular perturbation problem because the e —> 0 limit of the equa-
tion [with d/dx — 0(1)] is \/ = 0, which cannot satisfy the boundary conditions.
That is, no solution exists to the problem if e is strictly zero and the boundary
conditions are as given. However for arbitrarily small e the exact solution is

e*h _ i

We sec that there are two regions: an "outer" region where t/°) = 0 is a good
solution of the "ideal" equation y' = 0, and a narrow boundary or "inner" layer

d/dx is large and a different asymptotic ordering is appropriate.



3 Case study: the disguised quantum oscillator

A recent Phys. Rev. Letter by Kim and Wakatani (KW) [5] claims the non-
existence of a quantization condition for the eigenfrequencies of a certain class of
dissipative instabilities, known as drift waves, in axisymmetric magnetic plasma
containment devices such as tokamaks. In other words, KW claim that the spec-
trum has a continuum band.

Although plasma confinement devices are of finite extent, and therefore would
not be expected to have a continuous spectrum analogous to that of the quan-
tum mechanical vacuum, or of an infinite crystal, it is possible to have a con-
tinuous spectrum in ideal fluid models that do not have a lower cutoff at short
wavelengths—in quantum mechanical language, they are unbounded in momen-
tum space rather than real space. In real space this shows up as singularities at
resonance layers and the mathematics of handling such singularities can be rather
subtle. In fact Harold Grad, a very well known applied mathematician, made a
famous error [7] in claiming the existence of two continua that were later shown
[8] not to exist after all.

However in the KW case there is no singularity involved and thus no apparent
reason why there should be a continuous spectrum. Several people disputed the
KW result, and I became involved in writing a Comment through some collabo-
rators at the International Centre for Theoretical Physics in Trieste. In writing a
Comment, you are limited to one printed page and so it is difficult to go into much
detail. For this reason I tried to devise the simplest possible counter-example,
known to have a discrete spectrum, that would exhibit a continuous spectrum if
the KW analysis is applied to it.

Consider the one-dimensional model eigenvalue problem

) - [Q(z) - u,]<p[z) = 0 (22)

where Q is a prescribed function of z, which we take to be

Q(z) = z2/i-iz/2 , (23)

and the boundary conditions are that <p —> 0 as Rez -> ±oo.
By transforming <p and z using x — (z — i)/e1^2 and rp(x) = exp(iz/2c)(p(z)

we find that Eq. (22) is nothing but a disguised version of the quantum oscillator
equation

Thus the spectrum is discrete and given by u)^ = t(N + | ) , where TV = 0 , 1 , . . . .



The expansion parameter is € —> 0 (corresponding to 1/n in the drift-wave
problem, where n is the toroidal mode number). KW made a boundary layer
ordering about an arbitrary point. The analogue of the KW approach for the
model problem is obtained by the boundary-layer ordering

z = *o + e1 / 2£, (25)
u> = LOO + e 1 / 2^i + eu>2 + • • • , (26)

Q(z) = n0 + e1/2^'o + Kh'J + • • • > (28)

where £, UJ and <pj are 0(1), ZQ is an arbitrary point on the real line and QQ =
&lH

Now equate like powers of e. At lowest order we find the equation (u>o —
0. This can be satisfied for arbitrary (fo by choosing LOQ = Q.Q.

Proceeding to next order, we find an equation determining <po

^ w 1 ) ^ o = O . ( 2 9 )

This is solved by
<pQ = const exp[«(wi^ - £O'0£

2)] • (30)

Since Im Q'o — —i/2, this solution approaches zero as £ -> ±co for arbitrary
u)\. As observed by KW there appears to be a continuum of allowed solutions!

This is clearly wrong, since we have given the exact point spectrum above,
but the error is quite subtle. For instance, we do not find a contradiction by
proceeding to higher order in the e1/2 expansion: higher order terms consist of
the factor exp[i(u>i£ — £fto£2)], multiplied by polynomials in £, which ensures
that they satisfy the boundary conditions term by term. Thus the solution found
above is a perfectly respectable asymptotic solution. The problem is that it is not
the complete solution since it contains but one arbitrary constant. It must couple
with the missing second solution, which violates the boundary condition of decay
at infinity.

In order to find the complete set of two local solutions we use the more powerful
WKB method, which includes boundary layer theory as a special case [1]. Set
ip = tpexpiS/e, and define q(z) = S'(z), where tp and q are slowly varying. To
lowest order we find the dispersion relation q2 -f iq +u> — Q = 0. Solving this we
find the two branches q = —i/2 ± (f2 — CJ — 1/4)l/2. Making the boundary layer
ordering about the point zQ such that Cl(zo) = wo, expanding q and integrating
to find the eikonal S, we find one branch, S/c = iwif — iQ'Q£2/2, that agrees with



the phase in the KW-style solution we found above. However the other branch
is given by S/c = — i^/t1^2 — iu)\£ + iQ'0£

2/2, which violates the boundary layer
ordering and was thus missed in the KW approach.

The coupling of the two WKB branches can be calculated by finding turning
points in the complex z-plane [9], and the spectrum recovered (exactly, in the
quantum oscillator case). Note that in general the wave equation 22 is not in
the standard form assumed in [9] for application of the complex WKB method,
so that turning points, points where two branches of q(z) coalesce, [12] do not in
general satisfy q(z) = 0.

4 Case study: WKBJ solution of Mathieu equa-
tion

The counter-example used in the previous section is not physically realistic for
the plasma physics application that KW were treating, because the "potential"
should be periodic for this application. For this reason I have begun work on the
simplest periodic case, the Mathieu equation

+ (a - 2gM cos 2z)V> = 0 . (31)

For a > <jM> simple WKB theory gives two decoupled branches—modulated trav-
elling waves going to the left and right. I shall call these "passing modes" since
they pass over the tops of the "potential barriers". In the case a < <7M, the waves
are trapped in the troughs of the periodic potential and are coupled by reflections.
Ignoring tunnelling between wells, these "trapped modes" have the spectrum of
an anharmonic oscillator.

Both for treating dissipative systems and for investigating the transition be-
tween trapped and passing modes, I need to generalize the WKB method by
allowing z to be complex. The paths of integration are then chosen to lie on
the anti-Stokes lines1 emanating from complex turning points (see Fig. 1). The
main reference I have found useful for the trapped/passing transition problem is
the book by Froman and Froman [11], who use a convenient matrix notation to
represent the coupling between modes travelling in opposite directions and give a
rigorous derivation of the transfer matrix for waves tunnelling through or passing
over a potential barrier (in the quantum mechanical sense).

*I follow Heading [9] in meaning by the term "anti-Stokes line" a line along which the wave
phase increases by a purely real amount, so the exponential behaviour is purely oscillatory.
Some authors [l, p. 116] reverse the convention and call this a Stokes line.
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Figure 1: "Stokes plot" — arrows depicting Q(z) given by (33) — for a trapped
mode case, with anti-Stokes lines shown emanating from the turning points at
angles 120 deg apart. The relevant anti-Stokes line for semi-classical quanti-
zation is that joining the two turning points.

The complex WKB theory is often called the Phase-Integral Method or the
VVKBJ or JWKB method, with the J acknowledging the work of Jeffreys [10],
which, interestingly, was concerned with finding approximate solutions to the
Mathieu equation. By incorporating the results of Froman and Froman [11] I am
able to go well beyond what Jeffreys [10] was able to achieve and to show that
the full Floquet spectrum can be well approximated by the WKBJ method.

Froman and Froman [11] consider equations of the form

(32)

(33)

with the branch of the square root determined by the way the complex z-plane
is cut (which is not unique). For the purposes of the present paper we assume
a and <7M to be real, and without loss of generality (because of symmetry under
change of sign of <7M) take <7M to be positive.

They then seek solutions of the form

Thus, in the case of the Mathieu equation (31) we have

= Q a2(*)exp-

whrre

>{*) = f Q(Q dC •

(34)

(35)



Forming a\ and ai into a column vector a, they define the propagator matrix
F(z,zo) through the relation

We consider first the case case of passing modes, a > 2qu- In this case there
are no turning points on the real line, but there are complex turning points (i.e.
points where Q) vanishes) at z = ±ir/ + nn, where y' = cosh"1 a/2qM, and n is
any integer.

With the z-plane cut so that Q1^2 is real on the real z-axis, Froman and Froman
[11] give the F-matrix between two points zi on either side of, and well away
from, an underdense barrier (i.e. xi <C — t/, xi ^> y' if there are turning points
at z = ±«V) t o De

I M _L e2«:\l/2 ie2K 1

' I {"^7}

where

K = -2 / Q{iy) dy . (38)
Jo

For the Mathieu equation we can evaluate this integral in terms of complete elliptic
integrals [13, Ch. 17]

( \ 1/2

^-j [E(m) - K(m)] , (39)

where

a -f 2<JM

and mi = 1 — m.
We now seek Floquet solutions, such that 0(z —TT) = exp(—iirv)ip(z). Imposing

this condition on the WKBJ ansatz (34), and equating coefficients of exp±iz we
obtain the condition

1 et(A-*i/) Q 1

0
where A is the phase integral over a period

• JT/2

r/2

= / * Q(x) dx . (42)
J-n/2
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Figure 2: Comparison of the two lowest Floquet eigenvalues ao(u) and a\{u) of
Mathieu's equation for qu = 1 with simple WKB (no tunnelling or reflection)
and with the full WKBJ approximation (44).

For the Mathieu case,

(43)

Taking x\ = —ir/2 and requiring that (36), (37) and (41) be consistent (an
eigenvalue problem) gives the condition

1/9

cos •nv — ( l -f e2*) cos A . (44)

A similar calculation for the trapped-mode case a < 2<JM> using the F-matrix
for the overdense barrier (turning points x' and x" on the real line, giving rise to
tunnelling), also leads to (44), but with K now defined by integrating across the
evanescent region x' < x < x"

r
K= \Q(x)\dx.

Jx'
which for the Mathieu equation gives

K = 4 (<7M) 1 / 2 [E{m) - T

(45)

(46)



where now
m . ^ ( 4 7 )

4tf
and mi = 1 - m a s before.

Also the phase integral A is now taken between turning points, and for the
Mathieu case becomes

A = 4 (qM)1/2 [E(mi) - m/i(m,)] . (48)

The WKBJ approximate eigenvalue condition (44) is compared with exact
eigenvalues in Fig. 2 where it is seen that it smoothly joins the two disjoint
passing mode branches occurring for a > 2 in the simple WKB-without-reflection
calculation.

The example in this section illustrates another use of asymptotic methods,
namely to give qualitative insight even when not strictly justfifiable, since strictly
the WKBJ theory only applies if a and q are large. Nevertheless we see it is
qualitatively correct even when a and q are 0(1).
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